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Apart from individual transportation, it cannot be forgotten that cars are used in service
of human life and security. Day by day they provide help to the emergency response servi-
ces so as they can get to the required place as quickly as possible. No matter if it is a fire,
a crash or a robbery, emergency groups depend on their specially equipped vehicles. What
is more, in order to provide fastest possibility of reaction they are given right of way while
responding to the emergency. This action is easily recognizable by flashing lights and sound
signals of the privileged vehicle. As a main method of transport of the emergency groups,
cars have very important mission to accomplish. One may think that it is an easy task to get
from point A to the point B however in real life it appears to be more complicated. Let’s
think of an ambulance. It is a vehicle under a disposition of a health centre or a hospital.
It may be used for transportation of hospital residents, blood and casualties. However its
crucial role is to provide help to people injured in various accidents or being seriously ill. In
such condition it is critical to get to the accident site within several minutes, as it may decide
of life and death of the victim. Imagine a situation when someone calls emergency. Person
at emergency dispatch center passes the request to another unit, either hospital or health
centre that is closest to the place where accident happened. Group which receives such re-
quest begins the action. They jump into the car and leave the garage. Driver turns on both
the sound and light signals and does his best to get the medical crew to the place as fast as
possible. However, few hundred meters from the hospital they have to face the traffic jam.
Such sight is very common in Lodz, a 750 thousand citizens city, especially in the area of
city centre, as during the rush hours it may take over an hour to break through traffic jams
while driving civil car in casual conditions.
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Apart from human mistake there are some other factors highly influencing the percep-
tion of the emergency vehicle like audio systems and sound-proofing the car. These days
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major car brands fight for customers on many fields, starting from safety of the cars pro-
duced up to additional equipment and comfort. Cars from different classes have different
target customers that have different priorities. For example high class vehicles are meant to
provide extraordinary comfort of traveling. That is associated with optimal conditions in the
passenger compartment. Usually it is achieved by the use of air conditioning installation,
comfortable seats, good external sound proofing and extended audio system. The main idea
is to isolate the driver from the outside noise and make him feel as if he was in the closed
glass bulb. It may be very relaxing, however no one is interested whether it has influence on
the ability to notice certain events that occur in the neighborhood of the car. What is more,
every year car manufacturers improve the components used to build a car to make them
more silent and comfortable. It gets to the point where driver is unable to recognize the
sounds in his area, including sirens of the incoming emergency vehicles. As was mentioned
before, the emergency vehicles are also equipped with flashing lights that work great to-
gether with sound, especially in the evening or night time, however in bright daylight the
lights may remain unnoticeable for the person driving the car. They may remain unseen due
to low contrast with the surroundings or may be blocked by another vehicle. Therefore it
may be assumed that the main method of notification used by the emergency vehicles is
sound as it doesn’t require the vehicle to be in field of vision of the driver and may be easily
noticed, no matter of the position of the vehicle, or time of the day.

Having that in mind and considering the fact that cars are getting more sound-proof, it
may be concluded that the chances of the emergency vehicle to be spotted are dependent on
the materials used to build the car. To conclude, the more silent the care is, the more difficult
is for a driver to notice incoming emergency vehicle and react in time to yield the right of
way without causing the privileged vehicle to slow down.
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Some people would say that the proposed idea to construct such safety device is point-
less, however during the research the following conclusions were derived:
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To sum up, I believe it is high time to introduce an external device which will notify
driver that emergency vehicle is in proximity. It won’t decrease comfort of traveling by car
at any point or won’t force people to tone down their sound systems permanently. Installa-
tion of such device will give a driver several additional seconds to decide on what to do and
those few seconds may save someone’s life.
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In order to increase these chances several things can be done. These improvements
could be divided into three categories with respect to the type of modifications they require.
The groups are as follows:
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Each group represents solutions that were developed to ease the transit of the privi-
leged vehicle through the city areas. They include solutions starting from automated traffic
lights that change to green while ambulance is passing, through combinations of transmit-
ters and receivers communicating via use of radio frequencies, up to signal processing.
These groups will be discussed more precisely in the further parts of this document.

Technological advance leads to improvements in many fields, starting from the con-
quering of the space through the casual day improvements. One of such improvements was
the invention of the car. Nowadays cars are available for almost anyone. Cars serve humans
not only to ease their lives, but also to save them. Automobiles play great role in the health
service. They enable quick transport of injured men to the hospitals or between one medical
center and the other. They can drive fast, however sometimes it is impossible because of the
traffic jams or other occurrences.

During decades people tried to provide systems capable of detection of emergency
vehicles. For the purpose of this thesis, these solutions have been revised in order to find out
what algorithms were used for detection and what problems were faced by the inventors.

Regarding the first group of possible improvements, e.g. relying on the modifications
of the privileged vehicle itself, a group of solutions were proposed. They utilize the
approach based on the radio transmitter-receiver system. In fact, most of them would re-
quire the modification of the traffic infrastructure, as well, in order to enable smooth ‘green
traffic light wave’. So the solutions require either a special radio-frequency emitter to be
mounted on the emergency vehicle and broadcasting a fixed signal, or special spectrum
analyzers to be mounted on each traffic lights, or both [5, 10, 12, 15, 17].
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The main drawbacks of these solutions are technical imperfections due to chosen fre-
quencies (interference), processing difficulties (e.g. cascaded filters response within limited
time), and/or high cost a troublesome implementation at each emergency car and traffic
system. Therefore, the presented solutions is based on two main assumptions. First one is to
focus on existing sound signals of emergency cars, in order not to modify whatsoever these
vehicles and the traffic system in general. Therefore, the eventual implementation should
result in a device, which can be applied in normal, civil cars. The second assumption is to
use digital signal processing (DSP) to utilize its processing advantages. Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), and more specifically, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are chosen to obtain
representation of the time related function (e.g. sound signal) into its frequency domain, for
further analysis [19].

DFT has some important properties that while unknown may lead to confusion. As
DFT is most often used to process sets of the real numbers. Although, DFT is a powerful
way of representing time domain sequence in its frequency domain, it is very ineffective.
While considering large amounts of data, number of operations to be performed increases
dramatically. Through different implementations, FFT at the base of 2 is most common and
was utilized in this project. Radix-2 algorithms are considered simplest FFT algorithms
[6, 9]. The decimation-in-time radix-2 algorithm introduced to this application recursively
partitions DFT to two DFTs of the half length. One half contains even the other odd-indexed
time samples. Results of the short DFTs are reused in order to calculate bigger parts, as
a result reducing their time of calculation. In details, it rearranges the discrete Fourier trans-
form into two parts, namely sum over even-numbered indices (n = [0, 2, 4, …, N–2]) and
sum over odd-numbered indices (n = [1, 3, 5, …, N–1]) Eq. (1).
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Equation (1) above illustrates that DFT frequency outputs X(k) can be calculated as
a sum of the two length- N/2 DFTs – even-indexed and odd-indexed discrete time samples,
where odd one is multiplied by twiddle factor:

i k
ik n

NW e

π−
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Separation of time samples into two alternating groups is called decimation in time
while radix-2 describes number of subgroups. Image below illustrates scheme of operation
of such algorithm.
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Having considered all possibilities it was decided to choose a microcontroller pro-
duced by either ATMEL Company or Texas instruments. Both companies are well known
on the market and their products are famous for reliability and functionality, however each
of them has its advantages and disadvantages. It was finally decided to take on the Atmel
MCU due to its price and support that enabled to focus on the processing part, omitting
difficulties with setting up all the peripherals [1].

AVR32UC3A unit was released as a part of several Evaluation Kit Boards that con-
tained typical devices that could cooperate with this microprocessor [4]. Most universal is
EVK1100 that contains Ethernet socket, LED’s, LCD screen, and analog devices such as
potentiometer or temperature sensor [7]. Another advantage of use of Evaluation Kit board
is fact that it is equipped with ports dedicated for programming and debugging of the
microcontroller. Especially Nexus connection that enables use of the AVR ONE! device that
offers a wide range of programming modes.

ATMEL’S AVR32UC3A series is considered lowest power 32-bit Flash MCU with
Ethernet and USB On-The-Go[11]. Equipped with 512Kbytes Flash memory with embed-
ded 10/100 Ethernet and full-speed USB 2.0 it makes interesting offer not only for this
project but also for future improvements or extensions. Power consumption of this unit
ranges from 40 mA at 3.3V, while it operates delivering 80 DMIPS at 66MHz, to 40 micro-
Amps, while the device is in the standby mode. In addition it consumes 1.65 mW/DMIPS
what outperforms other architectures offering comparable set of features and lower process-
ing performance. Other interesting aspect of this MCU is that its core, system bus matrix,
memory subsystem and peripherals were designed from the ground up, as a whole, to ensure
optimum performance. Flash memory of the AVR32UC3A series uses pipelined, dual- bank
architecture that outputs one word every clock cycle while executing sequential code, with
or without use of wait state. Implementing the wait state enabled raise of the clock frequen-
cy from 40 MHz to 66 MHz. Another advantage of the technology that has high influence
on its performance is a six layer bus architecture with dynamic frequency scaling. It enables
masters to connect to the slave peripherals at the concurrent basis with speed of 264 Mbytes
per second at 66 MHz. In case more masters attempt to connect one slave arbitration process
is automatically started.
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This MCUs reliability is secured by on-chip system manager that includes several fea-
tures: internal voltage regulator for 3.3 V single power supply operation, power-on reset,
brown-out detector, hardware watchdog timer and a real-time timer. Timing is controlled
via on-chip RC oscillator, 2 high frequency external oscillators, one 32 kHz oscillator and
two independent on-chip PLLs. Additional security may be provided to flash memory to
stop the content from being corrupted or read via unauthorized access. Also important detail
on this MCU is fact that is well supported. It was released with a framework enabling fast
setting and operation as well as quick setup. It may be programmed with C or C++ lan-
guage, what makes it available to almost any programmer.

ADC included into AVR32UC3 unit is based on Successive Approximation Register
(SAR) 10-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). Part of that ADC is also 8-to-1 analog
multiplexer that enables conversion from analog to digital signal at 8 separate channels,
what provides wide functionality.

The ADC may be used in either 8-bit or 10-bit resolution mode. Results of the conver-
sion are stored in the register common for all available channels or there might be intro-
duced separate register for each of them. Triggers are used to start the conversion and the
ADC supports following types of them: software, external or time dependent. All of the
above are configurable. Timer/Counter module enables proper synchronization of time de-
pendent operations. TC implemented in the AVR32UC3A family of microcontrollers con-
sists of 3 identical Timer Counter channels that work with 16-bit resolution. All of the chan-
nels work independently. Channels are capable of generating processor interrupts if their
internal interrupt signals are properly set. That feature was used in the project for several
purposes like counting the led-on time, sampling intervals and more.

AVR ONE! device was provided for the purpose of this project. It is a powerful deve-
lopment tool dedicated for on-chip debugging and programming of all Atmel AVR, AVR32
and AVR XMEGA family products. Usually, while debugging microcontroller application,
an emulator is used. Such approach only imitates the behavior of the target device, the clos-
er the emulators behavior is to the original device, the greater is the chance that the same
application will work on the target controller unit. AVR ONE! enables user to monitor the
execution of the program on the target, instead emulating it. It interfaces with internal
On-Chip Debug system included in the target AVR device where it is capable of monitoring
and controlling of programs flow. It means that when debugging with a use of AVR ONE!,
actual application is programmed and executed on the target device. This approach provides
possibility to see the program execution in environment while maintaining all the electrical
and timing characteristics in the system, what couldn’t be realized with use of traditional
emulator. Device on-chip debugging may operate in following modes: run, stopped, hard-
ware breakpoints and software breakpoints.

One of the most important elements of the development, was a flexible programming
integrated development environment (IDE), named AVR Studio 32, and a software frame-
work AT32UC3A [2, 3]. IDE is based on popular Eclipse project, enabling to use third party
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plug-ins. In order to investigate proper memory allocation registers view is added. This IDE
supports programming in both C and C++. This environment supports all Atmel micropro-
cessors from the AVR32 family, provides functionality for development of the standalone
applications – not requiring any operating system – as well as Linux applications. Other
important features are GNU Toolkit that includes GNU C Compiler, and GNU Debugger.
This framework is dedicated for the specific microcontroller unit. It covers both assembler
and C files with definitions of useful functions [11]. All of the functions are performance
optimized, what makes the application based on them operate relatively fast [8]. Framework
is divided into modules providing different possibilities. This modules are completely func-
tional sets of functions that contain source code, example of usage, HTML documentation
and ready to use template project for IAR EWAVR32 and the GNU GCC compilers. Figure 1
presents all of the modules and its relationships. Each of the modules provides certain func-
tionality: drivers, software services, hardware components, C/C++ utilities, demo apps.
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In order to realize the occurrence of the emergency vehicle there was a need to distin-
guish its appearance in the surrounding. Further step had to involve notification of the drive
to help him spot it. Finally it was required to help the driver create environment in which he
could easily focus on the situation. This general idea is presented on Figure 2.
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There are two possible ways to approach this problem. One is to detect flashing light
signals, the other is to detect siren audio signal. Sound detection is relatively easier, because
it does not require visual contact with the target of detection. Audio processing has another
advantage, it is less resource consuming method, therefore, should be faster operating, if
properly implemented. This idea is presented on Figure 3.
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The way of driver notification (in order to draw the attention to incoming emergency
car) may be realized in different ways, e.g. producing a sound in the cabin, flashing a light,
turning down the cars stereo, etc. For the purpose of the prototype, a blinking diode
was chosen to indicate the detection of siren audio pattern. Matlab was chosen to make
initial manipulations before final implementation, and then C programming was implemen-
ted [9, 16].
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The interesting point of the research was that no standardized rules according to tone
of the emergency vehicle are established. This could have fatal consequences for this
project, however it is strictly forbidden for the civilian vehicle to be equipped with devices
producing either blue or red light signals or acoustic installations producing variable tone
sound signals. With the respect to that it may be assumed that there are frequencies and their
patterns typical for the emergency vehicles. Therefore, experimental data collection provi-
ded necessary signals for further investigation. A number of samples was recorded on the
streets in the urban areas, in order to process the data in Matlab environment initially [13].
Figure 4 presents a set of different (both clear, as well, as in heavy traffic conditions) sam-
ples collected.
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First idea involved the operations on the signal within its frequency domain. Approach
assumed collection of two frequencies of the ambulance and check the ratio between them.
Idea was interesting, however it was later realized that emergency siren produces wide
range of sounds at varying frequencies. Moreover this idea would not be applicable while
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these frequencies are not standardized. Last disadvantage of such approach is that it
will become highly complicated while introducing frequency shifting connected with the
Doppler Effect.

Another approach was also based on the frequency domain of the given signal, howev-
er the detection was meant to be based on the comparison of the recorded data with prepared
template of the signal. The drawback is that template would be stored in the flash memory,
what would dramatically reduce the system speed. It would require many comparisons, and
what is most important such recording should take longer in order to obtain precise sample
and in consequence work with high accuracy. Other disadvantage is due to the lack of stan-
dardization of such sirens. Last idea involved comparison with the values calculated on the
basis of the signal. More precisely algorithm relies on several steps. Simplified block dia-
gram of that solution is presented on the Figure 5. Flow of this program is as follows. At
first data is gathered with a microphone. Due to the choice of FFT algorithm based on the
radix-2 solution, this algorithm works only with the number of samples which is power of
two. And in order to obtain results that are reliable and get them fast it was decided to use
256 samples at sampling frequency of 32 kHz. Sampling frequency was picked that high
as the microphone used in the project was able to record frequencies in range from 20 Hz to
16 kHz.

After the samples were collected it was required to get the frequency domain descrip-
tion of the signal recorded. To obtain this form decimation-in-time radix-2 FFT algorithm
was used, as it was mentioned before this algorithm takes a number of samples equal to the
power of 2. As the result of that calculation we get a frequency domain of the input signal.
Frequency domain is described as the 256 values representing the frequencies. Taking into
account that range of frequencies is 0 to 32 kHz it appears that 1 step in the frequency
domain describes 125 Hz interval. Knowing that DFT is symmetrical, further calculations
were applied only to the first half of the range – 0 to 16 kHz. Having designated the range of
frequencies characteristic for the emergency vehicle siren detection was done with respect
to this interval. For each data set the highest frequency was picked and its index stored in
separate element containing only the indexes of the loudest frequency values of the recor-
ded intervals. Algorithm passed to next procedure if all of the amplitudes were over certain
volume level and referred to the specific range or else next loudest frequency index was to
be stored in the first position of that object. After 10 consecutive highest intervals are recog-
nized next step of processing starts. It has to be recalled that there are two sound patterns
mainly used, first with frequency slowly rising and falling and the other in which frequen-
cies are exchanging dynamically. In order to verify what kind of signal appeared following
operations are done. At first the peak and the bottom frequencies are looked up from the
element containing the loudest frequency values. Next action involves calculation of the
average for that object. Having these values iteration over the loudest frequency element is
performed. While iterating two comparisons are done simultaneously. One compares the
current iterated value to the average and if the values differ only by half of the unit, the
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counter is increased and assuming that the iteration ends and the counter represents 8 suffi-
cient comparisons out of ten then there exists high possibility of occurrence of the long
emergency signal.
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The prototype solution implemented in Atmel’s AVR evaluation kit was tested exten-
sively and proved its efficiency even for high level of traffic noise. The indication of suc-
cessful detection of siren audio pattern was realized by blinking led diode, triggered by
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the device’s output signal. The implementation and programming was realized within the
Master’s Thesis of Zbigniew Fratczak [14]. Tests proved that the approach is correct and
works within urban areas. This revealed to work better in open areas, and in heavy traffic
efficiency falls, however it still performs with satisfactory results. Although this device
works, testing has shown its weakness. Several changes may improve its performance and
broaden the functionality. First of them would be introduction of filters to the device,
bounding analysis to the frequencies characteristic for the emergency vehicles, which
would result in more efficient use of computing power of the microcontroller unit. Addi-
tional amplifier to magnify the microphone signal amplitude would be also helpful. Proba-
bly, for end user, not a diode, but employment of the car’s audio system would be more
efficient in terms of drawing the drivers’ attention.
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Paper covers the results of the successive implementation of prototype device enabled
to automatically detect emergency vehicles in traffic conditions with use of audio signal
processing. The prototype is fully functional device, which records and recognizes the sig-
nals of the right-of-way vehicles in the urban areas. The system utilizes relatively powerful
and energy efficient microcontroller AT32UC3A. Processing unit is coupled with a micro-
phone, analog-to-digital converter and signaling diode.

The device was tested in live conditions, however the distance from which the emer-
gency vehicle approaches remains variable, thus device sensitivity depends on the sur-
rounding conditions and actual traffic. Device works more efficient for lower background
noise level.
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